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Introduction
Physical activity/exercise as a general health requirement to ensure 

normal, healthy development of structure and function in children and 
adolescents as well as over the lifecycle remains an essential ingredient, 
as evidenced from global Public Health physical activity guidelines 
Hitchins et al. [1]; Lauer et al. [2], not least due to prevailing concerns 
regarding body mass in the younger, middle-aged and aged individuals 
Duberg et al. [3]; Schmidt et al. [4]; Sylvester et al. [5]. Physical exercise 
paradigms imply remarkably complex biological reciprocal interactions, 
invoking polygenic intercommunication within cells, tissues/organs, 
systems, with conspicuous cross-talk occurring among the elements 
of cardiovascular fitness and different expressions of health and well-
being Ruegsegger et al. [6]. Increasingly, health clubs and institutions 
that cater for variants upon endurance and resistance training programs 
utilize appropriate conditioning-design and supervisory measures to 
describe: (i) moderate-intensity aerobic activity, (ii) vigorous-intensity 
aerobic activity, (iii) muscle-strengthening activity, and (iv) bone-
strengthening activity that ensure safety and prospects for compliance. 
These programs have been planned carefully to promote muscular 
strength and limb-power, to ameliorate cardiovascular risk profiles, 
develop motor skills and performance, to offer a superior resilience 
to sports injuries, advance psychological well-being and provide 
self-fulfillment, and optimize cognitive functioning Hattar et al. [7]; 
Langguth et al. [8]; Ross et al. [9]. Exercise promotes healthy brain 
condition by reducing inflammation, suppressing oxidative stress and 
stabilizing physiological homeostasis Luongo et al. [10]; Mann et al. 
[11]; St Clair Gibson et al. [12].

Over the age spectrum of children, adolescents, middle-aged and 
elderly, physical exercise is associated with improved self-esteem and 
self-concept, as well as ameliorating emotional distress and anxiety-
depressive symptoms and biomarkers, with lack of exercise leading to 
ill-being and disaffect Aidar et al. [13]; Holmquist et al. [14]; Pelletier 
et al. [15] ; Sui et al. [16]. Generally, mood improvements are related 
to alleviation in cognitive flexibility, academic performance and 
environmentally-adapted behaviors: for example both acute and chronic 
exercise promoted executive functioning Dunsky et al. [17]; Ji et al. [18]; 
Northey et al. [19]. In a greater likelihood, a critical aspect pertaining to 
the cultivation of the exercise habit strength and accompanying life-style 
that is consolidated during childhood and adolescence confirms that 
these behavioral attributes persist into later adulthood, middle-aged 
and beyond Engberg et al. [20]; Mastrorilli et al. [21]. The variations 
between exercise behavior, hunger and appetite, dietary conditions and 
acylated ghrelin concentrations in venous blood seem enormous even 
in populations restricted to young, healthy male volunteers King et al. 
[22]. Hypertension patients presenting poor self-care as a consequence 
of low levels of self-efficacy/self-esteem, which was exemplified by the 
lifestyle of not implementing the necessary benefits of regular physical 
exercise, the negligence of which evoked the incapacity to controlled 
blood pressure and cardiovascular complications from hyper-elevated 
levels Magobe et al. [23]. Physical exercise provokes and instigates a 
plethora of neurobiological adaptive processes that inveigle adaptive 
cellular-tissue stress-response signaling pathways in the nervous system 
by involving neurotrophic factors, protein chaperones, these entities 

prevent both newly synthesized polypeptide chains and assembled 
subunits from aggregating into nonfunctional structures, DNA-repair 
proteins, autophagy and mitochondrial biogenesis Cobley et al. [24]; 
Liao et al. [25]; Theisen et al. [26].

The adaptations induced by physical exercise at the genetic, 
metabolic and neuromuscular levels augment the oxidative capacity 
derived from aerobic training, as well as inducing aspects of 
neuromuscular ‘re-modelling’ as a consequence of moderate-intense 
resistance training Zanuso et al. [27], thereby providing an important 
interventional strategy for individuals diagnosed with type II diabetes; 
primarily, both exercise regimes ameliorate insulin sensitivity and 
diminish cardiovascular risk factors. These modifications create 
optimal conditions for substrate delivery, mitochondrial respiratory 
capacity and contractile function during exercise. Brown et al. [28] 
have indicated the existence of a relationship between self-reported 
exercise levels and brain amyloid in autosomal dominant AD mutation 
carriers whereby low exercise participants presented higher mean 
levels of brain amyloid than high exercise and expected symptom onset 
was a significant predictor of brain amyloid levels. In male C57BL/6J 
mice fed a high-fat diet continuously, wheel-running by itself induced 
remedial effects upon insulin concentrations but the running-wheel 
exercise did not did not alter insulin among mice fed with the regular 
chow replacement diet or among the control mice [1]. Nevertheless, 
an improvement in dietary conditions was found to enhance quality of 
health and induced the suppression of type II diabetes-like symptoms 
in addition to related conditions to a greater extent than simply exercise 
running, by itself. In a study involving eighty-five meta-analyses 
covering twenty-two chronic disease over a wide range, it was shown 
that the exercise interventions employed gave significant positive 
modifications of functional capacity of patients groups in 126 of the 146 
(86%) cases in comparison with the control group Pasanen et al. [29]. 

Telomere length has been associated with the aging process with 
particular relation to adverse, ‘wear-and-tear’ environments and 
conditions of poor health Chatterjee [30]; Mons et al. [31]; Solomon et 
al. [32]. It is becoming an increasingly consensus that telomere length 
of leukocytes and skeletal muscle cells may be positively associated 
with healthy living and inversely correlated with the risk of several age-
related diseases, including cancer conditions, chronic cardiovascular 
disorders, obesity, diabetes, chronic pain, and stress. Tucker [12] has 
studied aspects of aging with regard to leukocyte telomere length in a 
large random sample of adults in the United States. It was shown that 
adults who expressed high levels of exercise/activity were estimated to 
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possess a biologic aging advantage of nine years (140 base pairs÷15.6) 
over those adults who were sedentary; furthermore, the difference 
in cellular aging between participants describing high versus low 
exercise-activity was significant also, by 8.8 years, concomitant with 
the difference between those expressing high and moderate exercise-
activity (7.1 years). Taken together, exercise-activity was markedly and 
substantially associated with telomere length in these men and women. 
A strong case made be made for the notion that adults, of a spectrum of 
age-groups, who take part in high levels of exercise-activity possess the 
propensity to show longer telomeres, which seems to be a manifestation 
of all those years of reduced cellular aging in comparison with their 
more sedentary corresponding participants. It has observed repeatedly 
that levels of physical activity or exercise are related to longer telomere 
lengths in different populations whereby athletes are found to express 
longer telomere lengths than those shown by non-athletes example 
Arsenis et al. [33], and underlining the unique influence of exercise in 
contesting the typical age-induced and disease-induced diminutions of 
telomere length Edwards et al. [34]; Muniesa et al. [35]. 

In conclusion, it is become a critical postulate in the search for 
health and well-being that individuals must be active, exercise and eat 
selectively if they may be recipient of longevity and relative resilience 
to illness. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that the manifest 
benefit of exercise, confirmed for a large number of neuropsychiatric 
and neurologic conditions, may not be unrestrictedly the intervention 
of choice over all possible health constraints.
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